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Varela ( 1947) obeerYed that the breakdown potential 1n a d1scbarge e:mi ted 

by a ra41otrequemy eouroe .t.llcreeae4 when a d.c. pOtential 1eu thaD ·the 

nctiotrequency breakdown voltage wae applied 8¢croes the dischSl's- tube. TM 

41acllarge tube ba4· a111Dintm electrodes 1n en a1aoephtire of 5 om. ~roeen 

With an adld.xture ot 20% argon. It was expected however1 tha~ tb8 preeeme of tbe 

cl.o~ field would huten ionisation 191 th a ginn r~:l.ofrequel'lCy potential b7 

Y1rt1.W ot higher peak electron wloc1 t1ea and that a reeid\81. potent1sl following 

the ·atecharge would ~ten t\eionteationt but the remd ta were contre.17 to what •• , 

e3;Pected. Almoet the same reeulte wore obteimd earlier b7 Kirchner ( 19251 194?) 

wbile etuay:l.ng the breakdown in saeea by an r •. t. field 1n 'the px.nm• ot a 4·0· 

potcmtial• 

Yarmr1D ard Brown (1"950) calculated theoretioall3r the dietribution furct1on 

ot electrom 1D an ionised gas :f.n the preael'lCe ot both rad1o:trequenoy end 4•o• 

fields.. It 1a general~ ~own that the gas in the cav.i ty will breakdown when tbe 

louee o:r elec trona to the walls of the cavity. ~ replQ3ed by 1ord.eat1on 1n tbe 

botJt of the gas.,. When a.n a.c. :t'iel4 .1a applied., electrons are loat by ~1ffua1on; 
. • . '•, .' > 

When,., in addition,. a 4-..o~. field ia' applied:~: electrons are lost both by 4lttue1on 
. . b v::: ' . . 

arad mobilit.Y• .. It Me been· .shown v ·l!Bmertn and fuoam that the new efteotive 
,, 

dittusion longth . L cl.c. ot the. TeBMl in. the presem.e of the ·d~o~ t.leld ia 
. ' " ' 

aborter than :Lta tQlietrubed t11ttll9ion ·~nsth · L aoconiillg tO the eQuation 
' . ' ' . )' '. ', . \ '_·· .. ·.·' . . . 

' . . 

. ?' \2-

. + tK. ~d·'·/z1)J 
' . ,•·, .. 

·~~·.(5.1) - . . -
Where X denotee the mob111 ty of the •lec:tron an4 D the diftu81on coeft1ciebt, 

~ 'ttlua C!'O,_l~e4 f.l'lat the o~ diff'ercno~ be'fNi~n the breakdown ~tt,o4 
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tn the aac. - d.o. oeso end tl".e pure a.c. oaaa ie. the eub&tit;ution of a 

That a ~e.ter brookdown field is recessary \'Jhtm the d.o. voltage ia 

su.pe:t"'lmpoood on the r&diof~Que:noy fiold woo ehown by Brotm. ( 1956) 1n the eaee 

o:f air at s presaure of :3a mm. of mercu:r_y whcro a d.c" field upto 20() volta/em 
Q 

was f/JlJlpplted. 

No; B".{O'tamatic a·tudy of the b!'eak<.lown of gases under tho 3imu1tamous 

ootion of the s.c. and dc.C• £islds has so ftX!' been reported. I·t is expected that 

t.1:11a e·t~y will throw more ligh·t on the mechanism of brc t:kdown. 

The objeo.t of the present :tnvcetisation is to deteroine the breakdown 

·the Gimul'i:anaous ection o:r radiofreqoonc,y an:l d.o. field ia meaaured tor fiJalll 

rare saaee ( tre1. Ne, A ) a.~ oxygen a.t a constant preaoll!'e ot 10 m.m. meroucy. 

~!he applied d •. c. vol·tac,"€1 ie varied fran r.a:ro to 70 volta/om • It has been 

:found tht:lt the bretik.l1own voltaGe io higher when both ·the fields are p:reeant 

thwl when tho goo is exc1 ted by a radiotrequenoy :ff.eld alone rtmd the b!'eokdown ·~ -, ·. 

volt98e. grl.\dual:cy increooea With the 111orease of tlw d.c. fielde A theoretical. 

exp:ressio~ :for t.he breakdo"m volto.ge in the p~eenee of d.c. am rad:i.o:trequency 

field was dedooed from the t heocy of elcotrioal discharge by lC1hara ( 1952) 

utilieine the expression for equivalent length dedooed by Vamerin · o.nd Drown. 

Tho e:x:preseion thus dedtv::ed wae utilised to explain the experimental :meulto. 

However this trea'tm9nt did not imlme the contribution to 1on1eat1on mo.& 

by t1» d.c. field beoa.uae the field applied woe emall compared to the 

rodiofrequ:mcy broakdown field. It woo evident hO\'Ilever from tha experimental 

reaulta obtained that the rate of rise of breakdown field with the app11e4 

d.c. field gradually becomes- amaller as the value of the d.o. field i8 



1Q)rea.se4. ~ tllit9 1 t woo evident tha~ the oontrl.button to ionteation by tltt 

d.e. t:Leld was bee~ dcminant \t1tb higher dQci fields am m~ if the 

d~c. fiGld be wffieien.tly iml\~aaetl then the contrtbution to ionisation by the 

49e. field will be eooo1de:rable and the rad1otreqoomy voltage to came 'breakdown 

w1U artldw.il~ decreane. At this point a second aet of ezperimenta is perfomed on 

a.o~ • d.>o~ canbined breakdown phenomena to verify t.be above oomlueion. !he gases 

ueed w~ra OJ!13gen11 a.t:r, carbon-ti-o21de and eydrogen and results were ob~d tor 

different p~ss~e 1n eeeh ees ( ~ :few m.m. m®roury ) b,y ~wl]¥ 1no~ooins 

tha d~o· vol.tage at regular 'l!tepa~ !lbe maximt" d.ce wl·~ mod i'» 240 volte 

pe:r om. The variable volt~ radiofreqoo~ field baa ·llhe fre_quewy :10.3 ~/sec. 

In an oasae studied, the radiomqt~Emcy voltage illi.ti&lly inoreaeeg 'with applied 

d.c;. voltage attains e. m~ .mo. tbon \vith the cont:Lnous imreMiD of' d.c. ftel4, 

the r.:.e. tree.Mown vol~.l;:,~ gredUS.ll3 doo~ooes~ 
Obv1o1s]3 the ·theorati~al e:q'imssior&/d;odwed to explain· ·the :s--ecul to of 

tJ,ret set ot exper.\mentw woo a partial. aucceas. It waa pointed out that the 

cliserepa.my might. b~· due {a) to uneerta:.tn·ty in the valmm of the moleculer 

o~tants i.rlitmduced bf ~a a:nd (b) the· e:ffeflt of d. c.· :toniaat:Lon waa t10t. 

Wken into oona1deration. Varna$ ~nd lli:mm in finding the- effoo·t of d"e. f'1eld 
. ' 0 

o~ conetde:rod tbe e:tteete of imreased diffusion w.d mli.billty but at l'!ie;b 

. Valoos of a.e. field the eontrlbution due to d~ea. ionisa-tion enould a.lso bfJ 
·'~. . ' 

teken tntO oons1derat1o~~ CcllBSq-oont:l3 a. modified . theo:retical ~rsaion 1e 

doot»ed to explain the GX..~Iimental resul t9 of' t'he e~ooond set.· 

, '. v.· 

' ' . . 

arg@!'l end O~&'eft have been eupplied by the manU.f'ooturere- in ea~d eondi tion at . 

& certain pl'esota.ro and each dioehe.rge tube is f:l.t'OOd with alU'llin1m1 electrode~~ 

The r.t>~ voltege ein:1 d.c._ vol~ ~"'a etmultamo~~ appu~'to tbe ttteoburge 



tubeGI through meriee cor.mected condensers and series eomwcted r.f. chokes 

respective~ as. explained in chapter III. ili1e d.co field is var......t.ed fl"'Ol 5 vo1te/ca 
~- ' . . 

I>'',, 

to 70 vol ts/cm. 1lle lefl3th of tho discharge tl!OOe ta.l'e oo f!ll.lmts :. he:iiun-13 em., 
. ' 

'.J.he S\ilCOQd part Of the experiment bas £JOt 'fila identical .setup 8S the 
' '' .. ; 

~ ' 11 ' ' I, I 

previous o~~ 1!he diraclmra-e tube 1~ of length ) 3c:e. and di!U9't$r 1. 25 em atld . ' 

pr0saw.-e of tl.'a:.t gas et\Oloeed. 1lla eas0s etlJlied 1n this imrestisation a..."'e 
~ : (: • I' ' ' 

O~ftgen, air, b:fiirogen al'l4 carbonadt~xide •.. Alrll o~gen and carbon!~onde b~ .. 
t, . . \ ' • ' ( • . • ' . '!. { • .• ~ ' -~ 

~en chosen in order to stu.iy the effect o~. 0lectron .atttOOi'ln0ut and .the J)l'aQsure . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ' ' 

is of the ordeJr of o fmJ nms oi' me:rom-y which has been me~U!'ed With tho bolp <'Jf 
(J ' '} \ , ' ' : t ' l : ' ' ' ' ). I , • (!. { ~ t) '.' , 

··n me:reury monometere~ The rad1ob'eq\£1my 'V'oltage baa the :t.requamy 10.3 "No/a &n.c1 
·' ' ..... , ' ,; . . . $ . ·: . ·' . 

. ·tbe d~c;.. .foltage applied 14_ trom few volts/em to 240 volts/em. ~Jyarogen ~ 
. . . s . . 
o:qgen. have been prepa.red. by eleot:ro~tis of ba'riuu b3d1'0:td.de oolution. Carbon• 
'. . '' . . \\ . •· . . 

dio:d.de !)oo been· obtained by the ~tion of dilute eulphurl.e oo!d on soMun. 
' ' ' ·, ' ' ' • , < ' : • ' • ; • < I'~' 

. . ' . . 

. . . 

. :R E S U .L ~ S A N D D I ·s 0 U S s l 0 N. 
., ' ' ~ 

1st Part I• ~.varl.att~n of the ratio E,fro (where 1\; ie the ~aldlown 

> . . <J ' ' ' ' • ,· • • 

B
0

. is the breeltdown voltage per om in the preeeme of the :mdiot:requency field 
' . . . . ' ' . 

o~) aga!Mt . E~·'· the applied· a.q. voltage per om is ebowll'.m fig£~.~o-a.., b,c, ~. 
. . ' 

bre 1e ~ tlete~table obange 1n ::rad1ofre.quexq breakdown voltage for snall. d•c• 

voltege81 Which -.a 10se than 5 v/aa tor aU the· gases studied; 1 t :ts clear 

tha.t With th('9 application of do*• fieldt' the radiotreqwooy breakdam1 'Voltage 
. • . . . . '• l " • ··, 

j..ncrea.eee am, the natim>e of variation of E,fEo with ·Ed.-~. to practicall:/ 

the some· for all the gases. e~ed. ~9 natu:re of tbe vad.auon ie:r the' ·eEine 

.as that o'baerved by tho ·previous workers~:; · 
-:·. 
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The plzy'sical eigniftoance o:f these results is a·t ome apparent. In e. r.t. 

t1eld, b:r.eakdown occ'l.I.Y"8 v.rh~n the lo£~s o:t electrons by cliffusion and mob111 v 
is compensated by the generation o:f electrons by :l.oni.Mtion. Tlle application ot 

the d•Qt~ tield further ~;roues the loss due·· to d1ffus:Lon mYl mobility em 

heme a. larget' electric field must be o.ppl1ed to produce more 1oniae.t1on to 

compemate for this imree.eed lose. In the analyete whiob follows use bas 

been made of the equattone dedooed by K:l.ham ( 1952) wi t.ll the new d1fi'u81on 

length L cA.c. introdwed by 'fB.'f'llerin .and :Brown ( 1950 )~ 

It L0 denotes the equivalent length With tbe rsd1otrequency field alone, 

then acoordin§ to lWlam ( 1952) 

••II! (5.2) 

wb.ere ..)
0 

i.e the :tonissr~OJl ooefficient and D
0 

1s tho tli:tfuoion coet!ioient. 

When both ·the r.t •. and d.o. fields are pxeeent, the b:roakdovm condition ie ' 

given by 

then 

l I 2-
LtA .c. 

s. ' j ~(1-1/ 13;, · · + lK Ed.cof 2 '])J . 

....... (5e3) 

• •• (5.4). '' 

••• (5.5) 

whem ~ and D ropres~nt the quanti ties for the new breakdcmn field. Acco:t"ding 

to K'thara ( 1952) 

( 3.0. N2 7'.jc,) ex.f l- -rn <1/ 1- Ktr.J~ 

( 3 o. N l 'l\jc:) ex.f L- ,.,.,.c.C /2. KT•) 
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where ~ 7\ om cl a.r. the molecular conatanta in·troduced by lWlara em N 1a 

the ntmbar of molecules Jer c.c. et the pressure of the &Uat K i.e the Bolttman 

oonstemt, "m" ill the maee of 1he eloo.tron .. atXi ( Te ) is the electron, tempemtUNJ, 

whioh will be different for two br(!Jt'Jkdown wl tagee. Coneequant~ • traa eQuat'loDS 

(s.;) am (5.4) we set 

I,,' ••• (5.7) 

' ,. ., .~ 

,' ,', 11 

where D :m :&ak 'l."efo 'b:roal~1a .. ,n voltage • ( r.m.a. voltege )~ 2ft 
0 ' 

and similar~ K le = e E' ( N ( b A. f) V 2 

where ~1• Fe* r.t. breakd~n vo~~-e~ r.m.a. )roltasO '> ~2i 
,··' 

. P\1.tti~ .. these values into equation (5~.6) wo get 

Lal1 +~ eL,E~.c/2KLTe),rt N(nrr{cEYE.)-1} 
; ••• (5.8) 

••• (5.9) 



Gas 

~SOD 

P".tt:U.ta 

· Naon 

O:r:;ger 

·where L' is the ler~gth of . the dioohar~ tube ana u w " 1e the angular trequinc7 

of tl~ applied r.t. field. rrer!Oe 

' . '. u (5.10) 

Since tha rad:lofreqwncy breokd<mn wl tage is known f.n»a experimental results, 

· ·(Te: )~> can be calculated from the relation ( ~ 1952). · 

have been 

ob~d from the :reeulte reported by Jh>cNm (1959). In order in calculate the 

l'ight hand side of eqU!ltion (5.10 ), the. following valooe have been calculAte<l trca 
. . . ~ . 

· the data of molecular conatenta given by Kiha:r.a ( 1952 ~ 

~ABLE- I. 

P a 101Jn. fig. 'Z 1111 1aic/seo W 1.11 6.28 X 107 rad.ia.noe 

?\.><loiS fx1o24 N(G?tJf'l E, 
I 

\{.'f. lo- 6 ~~(.2kfl.l)Eo] (J\ f) XI 032. K (le)0 xlo12 L:; 
Ctw.?JfSec. C.'Yh. See. . ll~lh/c..l11 2. Ktfe)o emit ·• ,, ~-',. 

1 
.. :?.a 1.;ss :282.1 16.28 Oe0953 13.~ · o.o,68 114.1 . 

4.4 0.20 81e58 14.61 ; 0.29()2 13 0.0021 :56.17 

52.96 17.3 0.517 15 0.1329 22.86 0.3710 

?26.6 ~ 0.0512 ,, 0.1304 oo;.e 8.356 

I . .. ~ " 

•,). ~ . 
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The right band side ot equation (5e10) can tbua be calculll ted ~or different values 

of E~·'-· • The roaulta a"Te plotted eide by aide with the e:peririental curV"ee. 

Tho quant1tative sgreement ie mt eatiefactory e:xcept :tor argon ead o:xygen and aloo 

for values of Ed. c.. near about 20 ·.v/cm. There ie no a.gre~nt at all for heli'tB 

and mon. l.lhe q'W.Dti tative diesgreement can be attributed partly to constants 

introduced by K1heru.., T'.de nature of the theoretical curve resembles 'the 

experimental curve to a certain extent, but the rate of riee as J)I"'dioted from 
I·· 

the theoretical dedwtion ie emaller than that obtained exPerimentally. It 

lhould be noted howaver1 that in the above deduction two--~affecta hElve not 

been considered Vil!l. (a) imreaaed looe due to diffusion because of ihe presence 

of posi t1ve tons and (b) the posaible ionisation contributed by the d •. c. field 

ttoolf. The contribution by ·the second factor to the t..'tteoretical·ccmputation of 

breakdown voltelf>"C \IK.)Uld, however, decroase the actual value, because if there 

ie 9l'J1 ionisation caused by the d.c. tield 1.1t would tend to l011er the value of 

breakdown field~ Whereae ·thie fee tor may lower the valme of ( E • I E.. ) somewhat 

1n the oaee of he lim and neon, 1 t will reduce etill fu:r:other tl"..e values of 

( E 1 I Eo ) in tie cace ot argon lDl o:x;rcen whel"€! the thaore tical v aluea are 

actually lower than the experi'!!ental valt~e. Further more 1n the caee of o:qgen 

the contribution due· to the attaebnent of electrons hwe not been taken into 

consitlerat1on1 and this actually modi:fiee the expression for breokdovm voltage. 

The imreued lose doo to diffusion in the presence of post tive ions rnay be 

l'8epom1ble for tlle higher valuee obtained experiment~~ 

The theoretical and experimental J:eaulte point, however,. to 1be :fact that 

in e. discharge excited by the simultaneous action of radiotrequency 8Dd d.q,.:: 

voltage) the loso ot electrons is due both to ditf'UDion and to mobility ODd by 

employing t."'le deductions o:r Kiham t>r.l. th the expreesion for the equival.ont length 

es deduced by Ve:merin tD.'1 nrown,. it .hatJ been possible to deduce reeulte which 

can be a001pnred with the exper11nentally. obee:rved val~~~' . Tho~ .the· Jo~e 
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treatment is i.rr:uaplete in !l1aJW sense, ~t ite ln.l)cose With eo ma1'.\V unaerta1nltt.ea 

coul,d not be i&l'lOred. So ·in the seoohd part o'l the experiment, attention wu 

Paid to different drawbecka in tbie theoret1o~l earpreeaion eDl the t.haor.v ~ 

bQen modified in the light ot kr.lOWledge gathered by tb1e reault. 

2D1 1.'a.r't ·~ Ill oon't1nuat1on of work clone in b first paztt the variation of 

radio:trequency breakdown wltagee Y¢th tbe appliE!Cl c1.o. f1el4 baa been plotted 

1ll nee •. 2\ ,2 2, 1.. ?.>)'Lit~ tn oaae ot a1r1: ~rogen, OlWeen aud oarbon-41-ostde 

reapeottve~.: . ~~o:ritinate represen,_, the ratio' E:z. I Eo · whmt E2 ia thl 

ra41otrequemy breeltdown voltage when· both tho rodiofrequency end d.C)~~ fields 

1\re preBont e:nd _E0 ie the breakdown voltage when .~nq the :radiot:requenc:; wltage 18 

present.:_ It ie ~·n t:roil the. natUre of the curYea that the breakdown wltage 

aractuall3 :Snc:reuee with the iDcreon of d.c,~,::t1el4, then atta.:lne a max1m1a at a 

certa:tn d~o •. · fteld which 1Js d1tterent tor different gasee1 and then falls ae 

the ct-,o. field 1a further increauea.;··A weU detimd rimm111 1e obtained 1n 

e-.ch castt. ana :the:. variation. ot b~akdown voltage with the d.o. field 18 quite . ' . 

general aa it hae been obnw8d for all the :toUr gases stmied. Jt ie thua · 
. ' ', 

quite apparent that whereaa the 1tleory :of Varner111 and :aroWn ( 1950) oan explain 

the 1Dere89e ot. breakdown Yoltege when the d:~.o ~ tield ie ana.U u due to 
,. ' . ' . 

1Dcreaeed loes due. to aob:l.liV 1n the preaence of 4~c-~,: tieldt. tlle oocurame ot 

'MI'Aldma tJlrl the coneequant tall in bl;Qakd~ volt~ show that other maohanilld 
• 1 ' ' ' ' • 

· are aleo operating._ 

fo exple.i.D the observea. reeulta :l.'t i,e t!mNfont auggested tlmt,,. whereu" 

tor ll!lall d.o. fteld•>d·~·· 1on1eat1on.oanbJ neglectedt{ th~ ~:t:rect of d.c •. 
. ' 

ionisation baa to be taken into consideration .. wben the 4 •. c._ voltage 1a ot. the 
' . . - . . ·. 

order employed 1n the preaent invriet1€a~~ona+< '.The ef~eOt of d·ece:: voltage 1D eleo 
' '.- ... ' ' . .. . . 

, .. 
. ~-·,J. .~- • 
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clue to d.c~ field is absent anc1 only the lo.oa due to mobil1 ty to be et.fect1w. 

It w.tll be then found out how this breakdown :field ehtlDE,'BB 'When the d.ch 

ionisation ic taken into consideration. !n the presence of :rodio:f'requeMy field 

thG broakdow.n condition ie given by 

where 
... (5.12) 

Here ))
0 

ie ·tne 1onis£ation coefficient and D
0 

1e the d:ttfuaion coefficient. E
0 

ie the brer:Jtdown ·field :Ln. absence of d.o. field, L the length of the discharge 

tube, '' e " ie the radius of the tube1 mv1 i theJnob:l.liw and w the angular 

frequency of the applied fieldo When tb.c d.c. field ie aloo present, 1 t has 

been shown by, Varnerin a»' Brow-n. ( 1950) that the breakdOwn comi1 tion ic given . 

by 

hom equations (5.11 > •. (5.12) and (5.13) 

..Jo/'!>o 

wbe:re = ( K/2']))7- = 1\12- (3'A f) 
~ . (2 ·4o>/<L)~+ (1r/c ,)"- 4 E; [ ( 2'4 o>I•Y + >r'/(L- 2 K E:,fw Y] -

by Plitting the val\198 o~ i end D :from K:tham 'e the en.~ ( 1952 ). 

fi>an Eihe.ra. 'e theory ( 1952) 

~o/'])0 = (3 .. a. N"l:t./ct:) €:c.r {- -mc't/2 K(T!L) .. }. 
• •• (5.15) 
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the nu:nber of the molecules par un1 t volune and Te 18. the elflctron temperature. 

rutting the values 

K Te e.. E j N (_'3.'7\·~) 'h.. 

rrn. c(. N. (:,:A..f)
1

h.. /2eE, 

' ) :\- . ) where E -r.m.a~. breakdown voltage • ( peat r.f. voltage I 2 .... Kihare. (1952 

-get 

••• (5.17} 

aj' 
whcl'e E1 1e tlle breakdown voltage without tnkin.G into coneidera.t1onAd.e. 

1!m1aat1on, and \3 0 10 the eona·oont in trod wed by TOWMend. The constant (3 

can be calculated for different gseoa trom the values of moleouler constants 

for va:rioua val1..11s of Ed. c. 

1e the ionioat:t.on coefficient for the radiofrequemy field only end -)c\.c..1a the 

d.c. ionisation ooett1o1ont, 

,)I 

••• (5.18) 

To calculate {J both the prioar,y am SI!OO!'H:lOl.'Y ionisnt:.f.cns hove to be talr;ell 
d.(.. 

into cone1d.ern. tion; when the primacy iol'lieation 1eponeidered, 



\ 

c;\1 - o(L 

.Vd.c. = d.. \< E J.c.. -

1 - 'f -ex.f (o~t2. L) 

~ (1- Y exp(~2L~ 
L. 

k E"·'· ~[1 - Y.e:q,(oCL)] 
L 

••• (5.19) 

••• (5.21) 

but m.me 0, and ;>
2 

correepon.t to b reokdown tor radiotrequerv:y diacharge 

.), I'D, = 1/r?- . OM.d. ,)~/1)2 -= 11 R 
81ld. we get from equation (5~1e) .~ · 

'D,//\2 = .']):l-/1\'l- +·~t< E - [1< Ed.c1~~-7,exp~L)J] 
I I J.c.. l 

Putting the Wlta$ ot D1 and .:02 from Y.ihara 'a theo%7 

· K Ecl.c/\'2-~) 1- y.e::cf(~L)2 
E, k E2. K. 1- o<.. k /\?- E 1. 

N (3.7\.. f)'h N .l3 .'}v ~)'h.. cl.c. L 

oo. tm right hand eide that 1 te contribution can be nsgleeted.. '!'hen 

. E
2 

= E,- N·.(3.?\.f)'1~ K.(o(./p) (Ecl.,.jp).P2-
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Conseqwnt]3 >eqtl~tion (5. 24) c~n be. llt111sed fo:r calculating E2• To calculate E1 
t'b.e value of ~ has bee%) obtained for each BM :from the nuner1oal conatantiJ 

introduced by la.ham. 

1'Al3LE.II - . 
.. . 

. . 

Pressure Eo 80 
'h ('7\.f).lo3 2. yl\~ 

Volt 
m.m.·Hs· Vothfcm. ~ \='4-Y N . ( 3 ·'A- f) . 1\'J. 

1:.'111·.,.,., 

Ha 'i:. "::· ~ 

1.5 1o6.7 14.55 16.565 1e65S X 10-3 . 365 2.121 

1.0 go.o 14.55 16.854 1.oar x 1o·3 365 1.414 

Izydrogen 2.0 56.8 4~455 16.885 :Se073 X 10•3 130 1.538 

l~sen ,.o 6S., 4e455 16.378 s.oo X 10 ... , 130 2.379 

O~gen 2.0 96.6 a.1a9 159.5 2.564 z 10-4 138 ·o.221 

08l'bondio:xide 1.5 93.3 21.78 61.38 s.66 X 10-4 250 0.6742 
.•. 

The values ot E1 can thus be oaloula ted :from equation ( 5.17) ard tbie 

gradu.'-~,.ly increases wl th the 1mree.se of d.c. field. It 10 however to be 

noted that upto a value of ( Ec~.t. I P ) of the order of 150 volts/em. m.m. Hg. 

the rise ot E1 with Eo~.,. ie almost linear but wl"~ E <l.e. 1a incret?-Sed ottU ., , 
. . ..,. 

further, E1 asm.l'11eu exttleme4' hi&J;l values. This fact sur,gaete that at high . 

-values of ( E d.c. I P ) gre£Lter than 150 volt/em. m.m. Hg. the dr.lft veloc1t;y 
~ ... 

:ia no louger e l1near function o:r E I P • After caloulatine t..~e vallEs ot 

E1 tt 1s possible to calculate E2 iTem. the equatiOn. (5.24). ~e velws of. 

( d../ P . ) tor varioue values of F/P have bean 'taken from the data given by 

Brown ( 1959) ani the valuee of' ( E: 2. I E' o } have been plotted irl the 

n.g.. 21 , 2 2, 2 3, 2 4 ( cw:vee 1nd1oatcd by dotted l.ineo ). In case of flirt 

f> ,, ·,, 
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Carbondiox1de oo!'l oxygen the equation has ftirther been modified because 

'at·taohment will in...""luence the valoo of ·t;M brce1."down vol·tage. 1he effect of 

att~lunent baa been o::Ueula't.ed in ·the om.-1e manner e.a ha.s been done by San am 

Ghosh ( 1963) where 1 t waa shown that 

••• (5.25) 

where E2 ia the breakdown voltege calculated without oonaider.lng attachment, 

E: • breakdown voltage when attachment ie token into COI1$ideration and 

b t l 'h = l c{fF - /p 
L c1..;p ••• (5.26) 

where !kj p 1• the attachment coe:tfic1ent. 

The valU!a of ~/p for air am O:JWgen tor varioUII ( Ed.c.. /P ) values have 

also been ttlken from Brcr.m ( 1959 ), due to lack ot adequ~te data,. the value could 

not bEJ calculated 1J;base of cerboniioxide. In the :f1ge. 2 I CM-.d 2 ~ the ratio 

have been plotted. 

By ccmpa.rl.ng theoretical and experimental data 1 t is aeon that there 1e 

qu1te good agr.eement 1n case of air both :tor pressure of 1~5 trm and 1 m. The 
e.- (Jv 

d1oortp¢noy obs0rved may partly 'be ascribed to Ul'lOertaini ty in the value a ot the 

molecular constants. There ie reasomble ~ement 1n case of hydrogen for a 

preoeure of 3m. However, for the preooure ot 2 lllnt though the agreement in 

' - cl >q .~ load tor lOWelr pressure, Wide divergonce is notice~ for E ct.(. 0- volt,cm. 

In toot, tM value of E1 the b:reakdovm vol·tage w1 thout considering d.c. 

1on1eotion becomes so large that Wide divergence ie no·ticed even if d.c. 

ionisation is considered.- This toot eug-;eete as hae bean mentioned (Sen end 

1\hattooh~:;.rjee 1965) that pemapa the dr1~t velocity does not remain a linear 

:t'unction or (E/1' ) ana the lose of eleo·tron dt~ to mobili "f4Y 1e actually amaller 
b \1 

than what 111 pretiioted ty :&.rmrin and Brown's theocy~,' In ceae of o~gen alao 



di't'ers;~nce boccmee doo.Unrmt at high d.c, fields even though at·taobm.ent cerrectien 
' . . .. . . . " ' ... 

baa been applied. Result. would hnve improved slightly :11' attachment data. were 

available :l.a case of carboDaioxl.dec . . . -

It ean tbue be oenclutled thhlt te:r E!DlQU d.c. veltage the -.eoey proposed 

by V~rin ani DreYm tllat ~•a Etf electrone increases doo to mobility em 
I • ' • 

explain the incresae of breakdovm voltl3&91 but ~~gith the increase t2f d.c. volt~, 

i~nioat1&n due w d.o. field also hGS t& be taken into cone1derat1on and th1a 

facter sra1ually increaeesWi"tih the applied d.c. field ana becomes t:J3nsiderable 

at high doc• VQltage W'1d thereby redooee the radiofrequency Tolte.,ges nooeasary 
• (!,_, -

ter braakdewri. 'I'be atbeeN~d tU.oonpf"nay can be ascrt'bed partly ta the UFJCertaiD1 ty 

in th~ valuea ef m&leeule:r oeneJttmto introduced by K1hara in hl• tmery C)f electrical 

diechsrgee In eaee ef doc.· t~m1eatif!Jn1 the pr.ima.:ey icnioat10n 1• much are 

predflminant than the aecolldary effect which depel.lda u o._ major extent upsn the 

nature et the electrode and e.lBI!) W.a)On the pressu:re of the sae 1n the discharge 

tube. 
. .. 

It should heever be !Wted t..ltat the theo:ey which baa been Wh'an-Jed here 

1& btleed '~:,on th~ theflW of elec·tncal diacberge by Ki.hsro which .fWS"!JiWS that 

eleotNn veloc1 ty d1etribut1on functi~;..n ia Ma:iw0lliono But in feet 1 t actually 

.deee mt hold ~od when rad14tfrequenoy voltage sufficient w cause breakdown 1e 

applied and depar'tt.lnl mm "the ~ellisn distributien \!!comes sere when doc. 

i(}n:teation effects VThiob inv&lve large trn.n.ei t ef ~leotmDB a.re conaidared._ 

Ceneeqmntl.y the abew theory suffers frGm 'th~ sane lJm1 tati~na u are applicable 

to K1bara'• thee:cy-(1 DUt it is noted tbat even with tlwse lim1tet1ena it em explain 

the eaporl.mental results at leP.et uptft a certain limit 6f ·doC• VOltage per om. 
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ABSTRACT 

Breakdown voltages have been determined in the case of some rare gases 
(He, Ne, A) and oxygen at a constant pressure· (10 mm Hg) when excited 
simultaneously by a radio-frequency field (frequency 10 Me/sec) and a variable 
d-e. field. It is found in all cases that the breakdown voltage is higher when both . 
the fields are present than when the gases are excited by the radio-frequency field 
alone and the breakdown voltage gradually increases with the increase of the 
applied d-e. field. The variation of breakdo.wn field with d-e. field is of the same 
nature in all of the gases studied. A theoretical expression for the breakdown 
voltage in the presence of both the r-f. and d-e. fields has been deduced from the 
theory of electrical discharge by Kihara (1952) together with the expression of 
equivalent length as deduced by Varnerin and Brown (1950). The theoretical 
expression cannot explain satisfactorily the experimental results, and the rate of 
rise of breakdown voltage in the d-e. field as obtained from theory is smaller than 
that obtained from experimental results. The discrepancy has been ascribed 
partly to the uncertainty in the values of the numerical constants introduced by 
Kihara and also to the increase of diffusion caused by the presence of positive 
ions-a factor which has not been taken into consideration in the present treat
ment. 

INTRODUCTION 

Varela (1947) observed that the breakdown potential in a discharge excited 
by a radio-frequency sourceincreased when a d-e. potential less than the radio
frequency breakdown voltage was applied across the discharge tube .. The 
discharge tube had aluminium electrodes in an atmosphere of 5 em hydrogen 
and 20% argon. It was expected, however, that the presence of the d-e. field 
would hasten ionization with a given radio-frequency potential by 'virtue of
higher peak electron velocities and that a residual potential following the dis
charge would hasten deionization; but the results were contrary to what was 
expected. Almost the same results were obtained earlier by Kirchner (1925, 
1947) while he was studying the breakdown in gases by an r-f. field in the 
presence of a d-e. potential. . · 

Varnerin and Brown (1950) calculated theoretically the distribution function 
of electrons in an ionized gas in the presence of both radio-frequency and d-e. 
fields. It is generally known that the gas in the cavity will break down when 
the losses of electrons to the walls of the cavity are replaced by ionization in 
the body of the gas. When an a-c. field is applied, electrons are lost by diffusion; 
when, in addition, a d-e. field is applied, electrons are lost both by diffusion and 
mobility. It has been shown' by Varnerin and Brown that the new effective 
diffusion length Ldc of the vessel in the presence of the d-e. field is shorter than 
its undisturbed diffusion length L according to the equation 

(1) __!__ = _!__ +. {i(Edc}2 

L~c L 2 2D ' 
Canadian Journal of Physics. Volume 43 (August, 1965) 
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where k denotes the mobility of the electron and D the diffusion coefficient. 
·They thus concluded that the only difference between the breakdown condition 
in the a-c.-d-e. case and the pure a-c. case is the substitution of a modified 
diffusion length Ldc for the characteristic diffusion length L. 

That a greater breakdown field is necessary when the d-e. voltage is super
imposed on the radio-frequency field was further shown by Brown (1956) in the 
case of air at 38 mm Hg, where a d-e. field.'· of up to 200 volts/em was applied. 

No systematic study of the breakdown of gases under the simultaneous 
action of the a-c. and d-e. fields has so far been reported. It is expected that" this 
study will throw more light on the mechanism of breakdown. The object of the 
present investigation is to determine the breakdown voltage in some rare gases 
(such as argon, neon, helium) and oxygen in a superimposed radio-frequency 
and d-e. field and to present a theory capable of explaining the observed results. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Discharge tubes (Geissler tubes) filled with different gases, such as argon; 
helium, neon, and oxygen, as supplied by the manufacturers were used. Each 
of the discharge tubes is fitted with two .aluminium electrodes. The method of 
determining the breakdown voltage under radio-frequency excitation has been 
described in .an earlier paper by Sen and Ghosh (1963). The frequency of the 
exciting radio-frequency field is 10 Me/sec. The method of applying the d-e. 
field obtained from dry batteries is shown in Fig. 1. The pressure of the enclosed 
gas has been taken to be 10 mm Hg as given by the manufacturers. The method 
consists in measuring the breakdown potential in the presence of the radio
frequency field only and then in repeating the measurement with the application 
of the d-e. field superimposed upon the radio-frequency field. The d-e. field is 
varied from 5 volts/em to 70 volts/em. The gases investigated are argon, 
helium, neon, and oxygen. Hydrogen could not be excited with the applied 
radio-frequency voltage. The lengths of the discharge tubes are as follows: 
helium-13.0 em, neon-15 em, argon-13.2 em, oxygen-13 em. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The variation of the ratio E/Eo (where E is the breakdown voltage per em 
in the presence of both the radio-frequency and d-e. fields and Eo is the break
down voltage per em in the presence of the radio-frequency field only) against 
Edc• the applied d-e. voltage per em, is shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5. There is no 
detectable change in breakdown voltage other than that in the radio-frequency 
case for small d-e. voltages, which was less than 5 V /em for all the gases studied; 
it is clear that with the application of the d-e. field, the radio-frequency break
down voltage increases and the nature of the variation of E/ Eo with Edc is 
practically the same for all the gases studied. The nature of the variation is the 
same as that observed by previous workers. 

The physical significance of these results is at once apparent. In a radio
frequency field, breakdown occurs when the loss of electrons by diffusion and 
mobility is compensated by the generation of electrons by ionization. The 
application of the d-e. field further increases the loss due to diffusion and mobility 

I. • ' 
•\_<t' 

1 .
. 
' 

I 
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FIG. 1. Arrangement for applying d-e. voltage to the discharge tube. 
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and hence a larger electric field must be applied to produce more ionization to 
compensate for this increased loss. In the analysis which follows, we have em
ployed the equations deduced by Kihara (1952) with the new diffusion length 
Ldc introduced by Varnerin and Brown (1950). · ; . • 

If L 0 denotes the equivalent length with the radio-frequency field alone, then 
according to Kihara (1952). 

(2) 

where v0 is the ionization coefficient and Do is the diffusion coefficient. When 
both the r-f. and d-e. fields are present, the breakdown condition)s given by 

1 1 v 
L~c = 'll"

2 ""jj' (3) 

where 

1 1 KEdc {- }2 
L~c = Lo 2 + 2D ; 
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to 

FIG. 2. Variation of E/Eo with Edc in argon (theoretical and experimental). 0-experimental, 
®-from equation (6). · 

then 

_!_ + {J(Edc}
2 

1 P 
Lo2 2D = 1r2 .D' 

where v and D represent the quantities for the new breakdown field. According 
to Kihara (1952), 

Po 3oN
2

A. [ mC1
2 J 

Do= --c;- exp - 2K(T.)o ' 

v 3oN
2

"A r mC1
2 J 

D ~ --c;- expl - 2K (T.) ' 

where "A, u, and C1 are the molecular constants introduced by Kihara and N is 
the number of molecules per cc at the pressure of the gas, K is the Boltzmann 
constant, m the mass of the electron, and (T.) is the electron temperature, 
which will be different for the two breakdown voltages. Consequently, from 
equations (2) and (3) we get 

1/Lo
2 

mC1
2 
[I 1 · J 

(4) l/Lo2 + (!?.Edc/2D) 2 = exp 2K T.- (T.)o . 

'
. 

. 

,, ' 

1
.· 

. . . 

. ~-
. ~· 

.~ ... ,. 

j. ' 
' 
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FIG. 3. Variation of E/Eo with Edo in helium (theoretical and experimental). 0-experi
mental, ~-from equation (6). 

But according to Kihara (1952), 

and 

and similarly 

K e 
2D = K(Te)o 

K(T) _ eEa _ 
e o- N(6'Ap)!, 

KT = eE, 
e N(6'Ap)! • 
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IO ~o 3o ~o so 

D-C~ vI v.,.,. 
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Go 7o 

FIG. 4. Variation of E/Eo with Edc in neon (theoretical and experimental). 8-experimental, 
®-from equation (6). ' 

Putting these values into equation (5), we get 

(5) I { [ eLoEac ]
2

} N( ).![ E, J 
og 1 + 2K (T.)o = 6Xp ~ Eo - 1 . 

According to Kihara, L 0 = L' -(2K/w)E0 , where L' is the length of the dis
charge tube and w is the angular frequency of the applied radio-frequency field. 
Hence 

(6) log { 1 + [ e[L' - 2~f/.)~Eo]Edc T} = N(6Xp){:;- 1 J 

,. 
t. 
·; 

l
i_ ..... _ ,, 
,. 

\ . t \. ., 

it 
"~ .a, ... 

'ill. 

l 
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2o 3o -4o 50 6o 7o 

n-c. ;---7 yc-
FrG. 5. Variation of E/Eo with Eda in oxygen (theoretical and experimental). e-experi

mental, @-from equation (6). 

or 
E, = 1 + log{l + [e(L'- (2K/w)!o)Edo/_2K(Te)o} 2 

Eo N(6Xp)• • 

Since the radio-frequency breakdown voltage is known from experimental 
results, (Te)o can be calculated from the relation (Kihara 1952) 

K(T) _ eEo . 
e 

0 
- N(6Xp)!. 

The values of the mobility coefficient K for the value Eo/ P have been obtained 
from the results reported by Brown (1959). The right-hand side of equation (6) 
has been calculated in this way, and the results are plotted side by side with the 
experimental values. ·rn order to calculate the right-hand side of equation (6), 
the following values have been calculated from the data of molecular constants 
given by Kihara (1952). 

The right-'hand side of equation (6) can thus be calculated for different values 
of Edc· The results are plotted side by side with the experimental curves. The 
quantitative agreement is not satisfactory except for argon and oxygen and also 
for values of Edc near about 20 volts/em. There is no agreen~ent at all for helium 
and neon. The quantitative disagreement can be attributed partly to constants 
introduced by Kihara. The nature of the theoretical curve resembles the experi
mental curve to a certain extent, but the rate of rise as predicted from theoreti
cal deduction is smaller than that obtained experimentally. It should be noted, 
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TABLE I 

X X 10s, p X 1024, · Eo, Lj e[L- (2K/w)Eo] 
Gas cm3/sec em sec N(6'Ap)~ volts/em K.(T.)o X 1012 err{ K X 10-s 2K.(T.) 0 

Argon 
Helium 
Neon 

Oxygen 

7.8 1.35 
4.4 0.20 

('Ap) X 1032 
0.3710 

(Xp) X 1Q32 
8.356 

282.1 16.28 0.0953 
81.58 14.61 0.2902 
52.96 17.3 0.517 

726.6 23.0 0.0512 

N = 3.55 X 10", P = 10 mm Hg, f = 10 Me/sec, w = 6.28 X 10' radians. 

13.2 0.0368 114.1 
13.0 0.0821 36.17 
15.0 0.1329 22.86 

13.0 0.1304 203.8 

however, that in the above deduction we have not considered two effects: 
(a) increased loss due to diffusion because of the presence of positive ions and 
(b) the possible ionization contributed by the d-e. field itself. The contribution 
by the second factor to the theoretical computation of breakdown voltage 
would, however, decrease the actual value, because if there is any ionization 
caused by the d-e. field, it would tend to lower the value expected. Whereas 
this factor may lower the values of (E!/Eo) somewhat in the case of helium and 
neon, it will reduce still further the values of (Ed Eo) in the case of argon and 
oxygen, where the theoretical values are actually lower than the experimental 
values. Furthermore, in the case of oxygen the contribution due to the attach
ment of electrons has not been taken into consideration, and this actually 
modifies the expression for breakdown voltage. The increased loss due to diffu
sion in the presence of positive ions may be responsible for the higher values 
obtained experimentally, and in this calculation we have not taken this effect 
into consideration. 

The theoretical and experimental results point, however, to the fact that 
in a discharge excited by the simultaneous action of radio-frequency and d-e. 
voltage, the loss of electrons is due both to diffusion and to mobility, and by 
employing the deductions of Kihara with the expression for the equivalent 
length as deduced by Varnerin and Brown, it has been possible to deduce 
results which can be compared with the experimentally observed values. The 
discrepancy can be ascribed to the uncertainty in the values of the numerical 
constants introduced by Kihara and to thefact that the presence of positive 
ions increases the diffusion-a factor which has not been taken into considera
tion here. 
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RADIO-FREQUENCY BREAKDOWN iN A SUPERIMPOSED D-C. FIELD 

s. N. SEN AND B. BHATTACHARJEE 

Following the work done by the authors (Sen and Bhattacharjee 1965), the 
breakdown potentials of air, hydrogen, and oxygen excited by a radio-frequency 
field of frequency 10.3 Me/sec in the presence of a superimposed d-e. field 
varying from 0 to 240 V /em have been determined for various values of the 
d-e. field. The object of undertaking this work is to see how the radio-frequency 
breakdown voltage changes when the applied d-e. field is large in contrast to 
the sma.ll d-e. fields used in the previous investigations. The discharge tube is 
a cylindrical glass tube fitted with two electrodes, and the distance between 
the two electrodes is 3 em and the diameter 1.25 em. The method is the same 
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as adopted in the previous paper. The variation of Er/ Eo, where E 1 is the radio
frequency breakdown voltage in the presence of a d-e. field arid Eo is the 
radio-frequency breakdown voltage in the absence of a d-e. field, has been 
plotted against d-e. voltage per em. Measurements were taken for various 
values of pressure'for the three gases but only three representative curves for 
the three gases have been plotted, each for a pressure of 2 mrh Hg, in Fig. 1. 
The results show that the breakdown voltage in the presence of a d-e. field 
increases for small values of d-e. field, attains a maximum at a certain value 

1'5 

1'4 

1

1':3 

1'2 

1'1 

1'0 

·s 

o----o----o--- A I R 

~ HYDROGEN 
8---0----0-- OXYGEN 

· 5 o!c---=3~o-:s'=o---:!9-=o--:-:!12=-=o---:-':=-=--:':::~-::-::!-::-:.c--------

FIG. 1. Variation of radio-frequency voltage with superimposed d·-c. field. 

of d-e. field which is different for different gases, and th,en falls as the d-e. 
field is further increased. The variation is quite general, as has been observed 
in other gases also. 

It is quite clear that whereas the increase of radio-frequency breakdown 
voltage can be explained by the theory put fonvard by Varnerin and Brown 
(1950) as due to increased loss due to mobility in the presence of a d-e. field, 
the occurrence of maxima and the consequent fall in .the breakdown voltage 
show that other mechanisms are also operating. Fm small d-e. fields, the 
incorporation of Varnanin and Brown's increased diffusion length into Kihara's 
theory could .at least give qualitative agreement with experimental results, 
as has been shown for rare gases by the present authors (Sen and Bhattacharjee 
1965). 

To explain the present results therefore the following mechanism is sug
gested. (a) For small values of d-e. field the contribution due to d-e. ionization 
h9.s been neglected but when the d"c. field becomes of the order of that 
employed in the present investigation, there is a definite contribution to ioniza
tipn due to the d-e. field in addition to ionization produced by the radio
frequency field, and this factor increases as the magnitude of the field increases. 
(b) Provided that the loss mechanism due to diffusion and mobility remains 
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unchanged, it is obvious that breakdown will take place when the combined 
loss due to diffusion and mobility is compensated by the combined ionization 
due to radio-frequency and d-e. field. Smaller values of the radio-frequency 
field will be necessary to cause breakdown because the d-e. field is also con-

. tributrng to ionization. This can explain the fall in the radio-frequency break
down voltage when the d-e. fieid is increased. With the increase of the d-e. 
field, the radio" frequency voltage necessary to cause breakdown will decrease 
gradually because d-e. ionization will be more dominant. (c) For breakdown 
at any d-e. voltage the rate of ionization due to the r-f. field plus the rate 
of ionization due to the d-e. field must equal the rate of loss due to mobility 
for the d-e. field plus the rate of loss due to diffusion. And the maximum in 
the curve will occur when the total rate of loss due to diffusion and mobility 
minus the rate of ionization due to the d-e. field becomes a maximum. 

A generalized q ua,n tita tive theory regarding the breakdown. voltage in the 
presence of a· superimposed d-e. field is being worked out, and a paper de
scribing the results will be sent for publication soon. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that data are available in the existing 
literature for the' drift velocity of electrons for small E/ P values where it is 
shown that for most of the gases, the drift velocity is linearly proportional to 
E/ P, but it is doubtful 'vhether the drift velocity is a simple linear function · 
of E/ P when E/ P is of the order used in the present experiment. Conse
quently experiments are in progress in this laboratory for the measurement 
of the drift velocity of electrons when E/ P varies· from 15 to 200 V /em mm 
of Hg~ and the results obtained will be utilized in deducing the theory of 
r-f. breakdown in the presence of a d-e. field. · 
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Breakdown voltages have been measured in case of air, hydrogen, oxygen 
and carbon dioxide at a pressure of a few millimeters of mercury when ex
cited simultaneously by a radiofrequency field (frequency 10.3 Mcjsec) and 
a variable d.c. field which varies from 0 to 240 voltjcm. It is found that the 
breakown voltage increases when the d.c. field is small, and when the field 
is further increased it shows·a maximum and then gradually falls for all the 
gases studied, the maximum occuring at a d.c. voltage which is different for 
different gases. It has been shown that; when the d.c. field is small, the 
dominant fac.tor is the loss o~ electrons by diffusion as well as by mobility 
which causes the breakdown voltage to increase, but when the. d. c. field is 
increased, contribution due to d.c. ionization has also to be taken into con
sideration. This d.c. ionization causes a decrease in the radiofrequency 
voltage necessary for breakdown. A mathematical expression has been 
deduced which explains satisfactorily the observed experimental results. In 
the expression deduced the effect of secondary ionization as well as that of 
electron attachment have been taken into consideration. 

§ 1. Introduction. 

In a previous paper (Sen and Bhattacharjeel) 
the breakdown voltages for some rare gases (He, 
Ne, A) and oxygen at a constant pressure (lOmm 
Hg) were determined when excited simultaneously 
by a radiofrequency field (frequency 10 Mcjsec) 
and a variable d.c. field. It was found that the 
breakdown voltage is higher when both the 
fields are present than when the gas is excited 
by a radiofrequency field alone and the breakdown 
voltage gradually increases with the increase of 
d.c. field. A theoretical expression for the 
breakdown voltage in the presence of d.c. and 
radiofrequency field was deduced from the theory 
of electrical discharge by Kihara2> utilizing the 
expression for equivalent length deduced by 
Varnerin and Brown. a> In the expression thus 
deduced the contribution to ionization made by 
the d.c. field was not taken into consideration 
because the field applied was small compared 
to the breakdown radiofrequency field. It was 
evident however from the experimental results 
obtained in the previous paper that the rate of 
rise of breakdown field with the applied d:c. field 
gradually becomes smaller as the value of the 
d.c. field is increased. From this it was evident 
that the contribution to ionization by the d.c. 
field was gradually becoming dominant with 

higher d.c. fields and naturally if the d.c. field 
be sufficiently increased then the contribution to 
ionization by the d.c. field will be considerable 
and the radiofrequency voltage to cause break
down will gradually decrease. The theoretical 
expression deduced in the previous paper could 
not explain satisfactorily the experimental results, 
it was pointed out that the discrepancy might be 
due (a) to uncertainty in the values of the molecu
lar constants introduced by Kihara and (b) the 
effect of d.c. ionization was not taken into con
sideration. Vernerin and Brown3> in finding the 
effect of d.c. field only considered the effects of 
increased diffusion and mobility but at high values 
of d.c. field the contribution due to ionization 
should also be taken into consideration. To find 
the effect of d.c. ionization, d.c. fields higher than 
those used in the previous investigation have to 
be applied. The purpose of the present investiga
tion is to determine experimentally the values 
of breakdown voltage in the simultaneous pre
sence of radiofrequency voltage and a d.c. voltage 
where the values of d. c. voltages are much 
greater than the radiofrequency voltages applied, 
and to present a consistent theory capable of 
explaining the experimental results. A research 
note covering the preliminary investigation has 
been published. (Sen and Bhattacharjee. •> 
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§ 2. Experimental Arrangement 

The method of measuring the breakdown 
voltage in the presence of radiofrequency and 
d.c. field is the same as in the previous paper 
(Sen and Bhattacharjee.1' The discharge tubes 
are of length 3 em and diameter 1.25 em and 
fitted with two platinum electrodes. The gases 
studied in the investigation are air, hydrogen, 
oxygen and carbon dioxide. Air, oxygen and 
carbon dioxide have been chosen in order to 
study the effect of electron attachment and the 
pressure is of the order of a few millimeters 
which has been measured with the help of a 
mercury manometer. The frequency of the 
radiofrequency voltage is 10.3 Mcjsec which has 
been accurately measured with a communication 
receiver; and the applied d.c. voltage, which 
has been provided with a series of dry batteries, 
has been varied from a few volts per em to 
240 volts per em. Hydrogen and oxygen have 
been prepard by the electrolysis of a very dilute 
solution of barium Hydroxide in water and then 
allowing the gas to pass through traps of 
phosphorus pentoxide; Carbon dioxide has been 
prepared by the action of dilute sulphuric acid 
on a pure sample of sodium carbonate. The 
gas has been passed through a trap of distilled 
water to absorb traces of acid and finally dried 
by phosphorus pentoxide and collected in an 
evacuated chamber. 

§ 3. Results and Discussion 

The variation of radiofrequency breakdown 
voltage with the applied d. c. field has been 
plotted in Figs. 1,2,3 and 4 in case of air, 
hydrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide respective
ly. The ordinate represents the ratio E2fE0 

where E. is the radiofrequency breakdown 
voltage when both the radiofrequency and d.c. 
fields are present and Eo is the breakdown 
voltage when only the radiofrequency voltage is 
present. It is seen from the nature of the 
curves that the breakdown voltage gradually 
increases with the increase of the d.c. field, then 
attains a maximum at a certain d.c. field which 
is different for different gases, and then falls as 
the d.c. field is further increased. A well defined 

maximum is obtained in each case and the varia
tion of breakdown voltage with the d.c. field is 
quite general as it has been observed for all the 
four gases studied. It is thus quite apparent that 
whereas the theory of Varnerin and Brown3

' can 
explain the increase of breakdown voltage when 
the d. c. field is small as due to increased loss 
due to mobility in the presence of d.c. field, the 
occurance of maxima and the consequent fall in 
voltage shows that other mechanisms are also 
operating. 

To explain the observed results it i~ therefore 
suggested that, whereas for small d.c. fields d.c. 
ionization can be neglected, the effect of d.c. 
ionization has to be taken into consideration 
when the d.c. voltage is of the order employed 
in the present investigation. The effect of d.c. 
voitage is also to increase the mobility and 
thereby cause an increased loss of electrons. In 
the calculation which follows we shall first con
sider the ionization due to d.c. field to be 
absent and only the loss due to mobility to be 
effective. We shall then find out how this 
breakdown field changes when the d.c. ionization 
is taken into consideration. In the presence of 
rediofrequency field the breakdown condition is 
given by, 

lio =(2'405)2+~=__!_ 
Do a Lo2 A 2 

.where Lo=(L-
2K:o) ( 1) 

Here vo is the ionization coefficient and Do is the 
diffusion coefficient. Eo the breakdown field in 
absence of d.c. field, L the length of the discharge 
tube, a is the radius of the tube, and K the 
mobility and w the angular frequency of the 
applied field. When the d.c. field is also present, 
it has been shown by Varnerin and Bro.wns> that 
the breakdown condition is given by 

li1 (2'405)
2 

rr
2 

·( KEnc )
2 

-= -- +--+ 
D1 a Lo2 2D 

From eqs. (1) and (2) 

lio 

Do 

1+f3E£0 

(2) 

( 3) 

where (3=(2"405) 2 rr• -- +--
a Lo2 

2'405 2 " [ -· l 4Eo
2 (-a-) + ( L- 2:Eoy 

N 2(3J.p) 

4E0
2-

1-
A" 

From Kihara's paper•> 
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lio 

Do 
3a ~

2 

A exp { ;~;.~ } 

3a ~
2 

A exp { 2~~;:} 
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where a, A, p and Ci are molecular constants introduced by Kihara, N denotes the number of 
molecules per unit volume and T. is the electron temperature. Putting the values of lio/Do and 
1i1/D1 in the equation (3) and remembering (Kihara2l) 

we get, 

KT. 
eE mc·2N(3Ap)1/2 

-~-- and :.:..:.:c.:..' ----''-""CL...-
N(3Ap)112 2eE1 

-BoP(Eo-E,) 
EoE, 

log[l+J3E~cl, (4) 

where E1 is the breakdown voltage without d.c. ionization, and Bo is the constant introduced by 
Townsend. The constant j3 can be calculated for different gases from the values of molecular 
constants given by Kihara; and as the value of Eo is known that of E, can be calculated for 
various values of Enc. 

To take account of the effect of d.c. ionization let us assume that, if liz is the ionization coef
ficient for the radiofrequency field only and line is the d.c. ionization coefficient, 

(5) 

To calculate line both the primary and secondary ionization have to be taken into consideration; 
when the primary ionization is considered; 

i=io exp a,L 

when both the primary and secondary effects are considered, 

i=io exp azL/1-r exp azL. 

If a 1 has to account for both the a and r effects 

L 
exp azL exp a, 

1-r exp azL 
then 

log(1-r exp azL) or a, =az- --=-'------'::------'=---.:...._ 
L. 

- KEnc log(l-r exp aL) . 
. ·. linc=aKEnc L. 

but since 1i1 and liz correspond to breakdown for radiofrequency discharge 

lil 1 and ~-__!_ 
D, A 2 Dz A 2 

and we get from. equation (5) 

KEnc log(1-r exp aL) . 
L. 

Putting the values of D, and Dz from Kihara's theory 

N(3Ap)'lz 
EzK + KAZE 

N(3Ap)'l2 a nc 
KEncA2 log(1-r exp aL) . 

L. 
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Table I. 

Gas Pressure 
mmHg 

Eo 
voltfcm (J.p)xlQ32 11JA2 I {3 Bo I N(3J.p)I/2 

volt/em mmHg A2, 

Air 1.5 106.7 
I 

14.55 

II 1.0 90.0 II 

Hydrogen 2.0 56.8 4.455 

" 3.0 68.3 II 

Oxygen 2.0 86.6 8.189 

Carbon 1.5 93.3 
I 

21.78 dioxide. 

Where £2 is the radiofrequency breakdown voltage 
when both the radiofrequency and d.c. fields are 
present. 

The numerical values of the third term have· 
been calculated in case of air and H2 though there 
is insufficient data for r in the literature. However 
the values calculated are so small in comparison 
to first and second terms on the right~hand side 
that its contribution can be neglected. Then 

E2=E1 -N(3J.p)112A2(; )( E;c )p2. ( 6) 

Consequently equation (6) can be utilised for 
calculating £2. To calculate £ 1, the value of (3 
has been obtained for each gas from the numerical 
constants introduced by Kihara. 
The values of E1 can thus be calculated from 
equation (4), and this gradually increases with 
the increase of d.c. field. It is however to be . 
noted that up to a value of (EJJc/P) of the order 
of 150 voltjcm mmHg the rise of E1 with E:DC 
is almost linear but when EJJc is increased still 
further, £1 assumes extremely high values. This 
fact suggests that at high values of (EDc/ P) greater 
than 150 voltjcm mmHg the drift velocity is no 
longer a linear function of (EfP). There is no 
available experimental data in literature; hence 
experiments are in progress in this laboratory 
to measure mobility of electrons in various gases 
when (E!P) is of the same order of magnitude 
as has beep. used in this experiment. After 
calculating the values of E1, it is possible to 
calculated £2 from the equation (6). The values 
of (a/P) for various values of (EfP) have been 
taken from the data given by Brown5> and the 
values of (E2/Eo) have been plotted in the Figs. 

16.565 1.658x 10-3 365 
I 

2.121 

16.854 l.007x 10-3 
" 1.414 

16.885 3.073x1o-a 130 1.538 

16.378 5.00x10-3 " 2.379 

159.5 2.564x10-4 138 .221 

61.38 
I 

8.66x10-4 250 .6742 

1 to 4 (curves indicated by dotted lines). In 
case of air, carbon dioxide and oxygen the 
equation has further been modified because at
tachment will influence the value of the break
down voltage. The effect of attachment . has 
been calculated in the same manner as has been 
done by Sen and Ghosh, 6> where· it was shown 
that 

E2=E2Ab+ Low(l_-b) 
K 

where £ 2 is the breakdown voltage calculated 
without considering attachment 

£2A=breakdown voltage when attachment is 
taken into consideration 

and b=[ a/P-hfP ]1/2 
afP 

where hfP is the attachment coefficient. 

The values of hfP for air and oxygen for various 
(EDc/ P) values have also been taken from Brown5>; 
due to lack of adequate data, the value could 
not be calculated in case of carbon dioxide. In 
the Figs. 1 and 3, the ratio E2AjE0 have been 
plotted whereas in the Figs. 2 and 4, the ratio 
E2/E0 have been plotted. 

By comparing theoretical and experimental 
data it is seen that there is quite good agreement 
in case of air both for pressure of 1.5mm and 
J mm. The discripency observed may partly be 
ascribed to uncertainty in the values of the 
molecular cohstants. There is reasonable agre
ement in case of hydrogen for a pressure of 
3mm However, for the pressure of 2mm, though 
the agreement is good for lower pressure, wide 
divergence is noticed for EJJc)90 voltjcm. In fact, 
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Fig. 1. Variation of E 2AJE0 with EDo in.air 
(theoretical and experimental) 

0-0-0' Experimental 
X-X- X Theoretical P= 1·5 mmHg 
CD-CD-CD· Experimental 
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Fig. 2. Variation of E 2/Eo with EDo in hydrogen 
(theoretical and experimental) 

0-0-0 Experimental P=2mmHg x-x-x Theoretical 
CD-CD-CD Experimental 
®-®-® Theoretical P=J m.m. 

the value of £ 1 the breakdown voltage without 
considering d. c. ionization becomes so large that 
wide divergence is noticed even if d.c. ionization 
is considered. This fact suggests as has been 
mentioned before that perhaps the drift velocity 
does not remain a linear funear function of(E/P) 
and the loss of electrons due to mobility is actual
ly smaller than what is predicted by Varnerin 
and 'Brown's theory. In case of oxygen also· 
divergence becomes dominant at high d.c. fiel4s 
even though attachment correction has been 
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Fig. 3. Variation of E 2AfE0 with EDo in oxygen 
(theoretical and experimental) 
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Fig. 4. Variation of E 2/Eo with EDa in C02 

(theoretical and experimental) 
0-0-0 Experimental 
®-®-® Theoretical P= 1.5 mmHg 

applied. Results would have improved slightly 
if attachment data were available in case of carbon 
dioxide. 

It can thus be concluded that for small d.c. 
voltage the theory proposed by V arnerin and 
Brown that loss of electrons increases due to 
mobility can explain the increase of breakdown 
voltage, but, with the increase of d.c. voltage, 
ionization due to d.c. field also has to be taken 
into consideration, and this factor gradually in
creases with the applied d.c. field and becomes 
considerable at high d.c. voltage and thereby 
reduces the radiofrequency voltages necessary 
for breakdown. The observed discripency can 
be ascribed partly to the uncertainty in the 
values of molecular constants introduced by 
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Kihara in his theory of electrical discharge. In 
case of d.c. ionization, the primary ionization 
is much more predominant than the secondary 
effect which depends to a rna jor extent upon 
the nature of the electrode and also upon the 
pressure of the gas in the discharge tube. 

It should however be noted that the theory 
which has been advanced here is based upon 
the theory of electrical discharge by Kihara which 
assumes that electron velocity distribution func
tion is Maxwellian. But in fact it actually does 
not hold good when radiofrequency voltage 
sufficient to cause breakdown is applied and 
departure from the Maxwellian distribution be
comes more when d.c. ionization effects which 
involve large transit of electrons are considered. 
Consequently the above theory suffers from the 
same limitations as are applicable to Kihara's 
theory. 
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